Shout Outs
January 24, 2017
Shout Out to Erika Cavazos, Lakisha De La Garza, Alexander Jaramillo, Joseph Longoria and Israel Perez from
Dr. Rodriguez and Mr. L. Garza
Congratulations to these student athletes who placed in the Area Basketball event for Special Olympics, Israel
Perez-1st place, Lakisha De la Garza -1st place, Alexander Jaramillo – 2nd place, Erika Cavazos -3rd place and
Joseph Longoria 4th place. Once again congratulations to these wonderful athletes, you’re a great example of
true Lion Pride.
Shout Out to Francisco Vargas from Ms. Galvan
Frank saw students struggling to hold up their posters while they were presenting, and volunteered to hold up
their posters. Thank you Frank for your kindness and consideration, Way to cross the Line of Pride.
Shout Out to Dariana Vasquez from Ms. Castillo-Muñiz
Dariana is always ready to help me straighten out classroom texbooks as well as collecting them to place very
neatly on the shelves. To top this off, she is always assisting a student in translating words on daily
assignments. Thank you Dariana for your great character and excellence.
Shout Out to Hector Mendez from Ms. Ochoa
Hector is always volunteering to pick up trash from the floor around his table at the pavilion. This was
especially true this Thursday when we had high winds. Thank you Hector, for helping keep our pavilion clean.
Your kindness is truly appreciated.
Shout Out to Jezenia Garza from Ms. Ortiz
Jezenia has been coming after school every day to write my daily objectives and clean my white board. Thank
you Jezenia for always wanting to help.
Shout Out to James Martinez from Mr. Alvarado
James was the first LFHS student to pass the Emergency Medical Responder National Exam. Congratulation
James, we are all very proud of you. You’re a true reflection of Lion Pride.
Shout Out to Alex Salazar and Ozzy Chavez from Ms. Castillo-Muñiz
Alex and Ozzy from my 6th period class are always being gentlemen in picking up textbooks for classmates to
make sure they are returned to the bookshelf. Thank you Alex and Ozzy for taking the time to do this decent
act of kindness, it is greatly appreciated.
Shout Out to Adan Rostro, Alessandro Perez and Eduardo Rangel from Ms. Ochoa
These boys picked up some papers that flew out of a student’s folder during lunch time in the pavilion. The
student had gone to get her lunch and left her folder on top of the table but it was super windy and the papers
started flying everywhere. Thank you Adan, Alessandro and Eduardo for being so cooperative, the student
was very appreciative of your kind gesture.

Shout Out to Anahi Villa from Mr. Crane
What an honor it is to recognize 10th grader Anahi Villa for the excellent manners and great attitude
she has. Before I enter the classroom at 5th period, Anahi has already retrieved the class notebooks
and placed them on the students’ desk. This action frees up my time to take Roll and other do other
daily details. She once again collects the notebooks at the end of class and replaces them to their
proper location. Thank you Anahi and I HONOR you with this Great Big Shout Out!

A Special Shout Out to ALL the Students and Staff that donated blood, from Mrs. Makus and Mr.
Crutchfield
NHS and the Rio Grande Valley thank all the students and staff that donated blood last Wednesday.
Special thanks also goes to all the teachers that permitted their classes to be interrupted so runners
could pick up blood donors.
Thanks to all our students that earned a shout out this week. Please come by later to the front office
and pick up your prize. Students and Staff lets support all our Teams and Organizations that are
competing this and every week. Pride Nation, you ROCK!

